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Fanny Balbuk was a Noongar Elder who defied the 
incursion of settlements and urban expansion on her 
traditional lands. She witnessed the devastation of 
Country by colonisers in Perth. In the 1890s, the railway 
station and other buildings were erected on important 
hunting grounds that had sustained her people from time 
immemorial.

Fanny was renowned for protesting such occupation of 
her traditional lands. One of her most frequent protests 
was to stand at the entrance to Government House, 
reviling all who lived behind those stone gates that 
enclosed her grandmother’s burial ground.
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Truganini was a strong and intelligent Nunnone woman. 
When hardly more than a child, she lived through The 
Black War of Tasmania. She survived by building strategic 
alliances with different people, both Aboriginal and 
European.

Over seven decades she experienced a psychological and 
cultural shift more than most human imaginations could 
endure. Notwithstanding efforts by missionaries, she 
never gave up her cultural beliefs. Whenever away from 
authorities, she would hunt, dive, participate in ceremony 
and return to her traditional Country, Lunawanna Alonnah 
(Bruny Island).
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Gladys Tybingoompa was a Wik woman and formidable 
warrior. She was one of the five plaintiffs in the Wik vs 
Queensland Native Title case put to the High Court of 
Australia.

In 1978, the Wik Elders began a fight for ownership of 
their traditional lands, as recognised by common law. 
Gladys said, “I’ll follow the line no matter how long, no 
matter how hard it gets … we need our land”. And they 
did fight long and hard, with a judgment being handed 
down in their favour in 1996. This judgment was significant 
as it found Native Title could co-exist with other interests 
including Pastoral Leases.
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Vincent Lingiari was a Gurindji lore (law) man and talented 
stockman. He worked on the Wave Hill Cattle Station in 
the Northern Territory which had been established on 
his Ancestral Country. The Gurindji workers were poorly 
treated by the managers of the station. Vincent himself 
received no cash payment for his work, notwithstanding 
his position as head stockman.

In 1966, Vincent led a walk off with two hundred 
Aboriginal workers at the Wave Hill station. This marked 
the beginning of a seven-year strike in protest of the poor 
working conditions and the dispossession suffered by the 
Gurindji.
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Dundalli was a Dalla warrior from the Blackall Ranges. At 
the instruction of Elders, Dundalli led early diplomatic 
attempts to negotiate with European settlers to trade for 
materials and food. But several unjust events including 
a massacre (by poisoning food), caused relations to 
deteriorate.

Dundalli and other warriors undertook a resistance 
campaign, destroying crops, ransacking houses and 
injuring colonisers, successfully ejecting Europeans from 
Aboriginal lands. His commitment to exacting Aboriginal 
justice made him a hero to local clans and a feared 
enemy to European settlers.
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